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* NOTICES *

JPO and INF IT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect

the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated-

CLAIMS

[The scope of a claim for utility model registration]

[Claim 1]A form panel characterized by considering it as a tabular material which has

strong intensity to bending of a direction which is extrusion or a tabular material by

drawing-out shaping, and intersects perpendicularly in extrusion or the drawing-out

direction using a resin material, and a parallel direction, and making cleaning and a

remover unnecessary etc.

[Claim 2]A form pane! providing "claim 1" and having sash-bars material required as a

form panel for a frame material mono tube and square pipe substitution-

[Claim 3]A form panel, wherein a form panel characterized by "claim 1" and "claim 2"

makes bending possible by forming infeed or a slot in a plate-like part of a form panel

and a frame material of a form panel, sash^-bars material for substitution of a mono

tube and a square pipe, etc. since it consists of a raw material which can be bent.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed explanation of the device]

[0001]

[Industrial Application]

This device is related with effective panels for concrete forms, such as construction

and engineering works.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]
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It is known as a pane! for concrete forms conventionally called a "form panel." It was

used being wooden, steel, etc., for example, the reference size which makes a unit 600

mm X 1800 mm. 900 mm x 1800 mm. etc. having been set up, and this form panel

having assembled this suitably at the spots, such as construction and engineering

works, having cut and constituted it if needed, and having made it correspond as a

mold of the spot.

Only with the form pane!, since it was impossible, ****(ing)

concrete-pressure-against-form"-"Work power by placing concrete was binding tight

by a vertical batter and a separation, etc., and it was using it.

Even if it faced removal of a form panel, since a form panel adhered to concrete, it had

required time and effort and time. Cleaning was needed in order to remove the

concrete which adhered to the concrete panel at the time of reuse. Therefore, in

order to make exfolJation with concrete easy at the time of the start of a formwork,

the work which applies removers, such as an oil, was needed.

[0003]

[Prob!em(s) to be Solved by the Device]

In the conventional form panel, since it was impossible to ****

concrete-pressure-against-form-work power by placing concrete, it reinforced only

with the form panel by a vertical batter and a separation, etc.

Processing, reinforcement, and care of health which can respond to conditions

demanded at the time of He***** of a mold, such as shape and composition, were not

easy.

Since cleaning was needed in order to remove the concrete which needed the work

which applies removers, such as an oil, for the form panel in order to make exfoliation

with concrete easy, and adhered to the form panel on the occasion of reuse, the

formwork had taken time and effort and time.

The purpose of this device is to perform a formwork simply and promptly. Other

purposes of this device are to make easy processing and reinforcement of the mold

which fulfills the conditions demanded at the time of the composition of a concrete

form.

[0004]

[Means for Solving the Problem]

There is the feature of this device in considering it as a form panel which equips a

form panel with a frame material, a reinforcing member, and sash-bars a mono tube

and material for square pipe substitution for the purpose of rationalization and an

abbreviation of a vertical batter used for reinforcement at the time of a form assembly
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and composition, or *5*f**:ic*.

There is wrap facing in consisting of a surface material made unnecessary in cleaning

or a remover about a body plate with which the feature of this device constitutes a

plate for molds, and this body plate.

Other features of this device possess the above-mentioned feature, and since they

can bend a raw material of mold materia! of a form panel, there are in making folding

possible at free shape in the form panel itself

[0005]

[Function]

Since the plate for molds is a compound board by the body plate and a faceplate, it

can secure intensity, and since the above-mentioned faceplate consists of a surface

material which makes cleaning or a remover unnecessary, concrete does not adhere

easily. Removal of a mold can carry out simply and promptly.

Since a form panel is provided with a frame materia! required for a form panels a

reinforcing member, a mono tube, and square pipe substitution **** and

rationalization or an abbreviation of a vertical batter and is possible for it, a

formwork can perform it simply and promptly,

A form panel is made to correspond to the shape of a mold where it is suitably

required by the direction by bending +=fi**** at the time of mold an assembly,

and composition, and processing is possible.

[0006]

[Example]

The example of this device is described with reference to drawings below,

drawing 1 shown in the 1 st example, the form panel 1 is extrusion or a tabular

material by drawing-out shaping, and is the tabular material provided with the hoHow

layer which direction crossing at a right angle (a) and a parallel direction (b) bend in

extrusion or the drawing-out direction, resembles it, receives it, and has strong

intensity. It consists of a raw material which makes cleaning and a remover

unnecessary.

Drawing 1 (A) shows the section of a form panel. It is the example which constituted

the composition form equivalent to the warren truss as used in the field of a truss

engine frame by extrusion or drawing-out shaping with the first-quarter face plate 2,

the last-quarter face plate 3, and the truss face plate 4, and was strengthened to

flexural strength.

Drawing 1 (B) is the example which formed the vertical face plate 5 in order it to

possess drawing 1 (A) and to strengthen planar pressure power.
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Drawing 1 (C) is the example which stren^hened T character part at which the

first-quarter face plate 2 and the last-quarter face plate 3 cross the vertical face

plate 5 with the fiilet 6 for reinforcement in order to make the truss face plate 4

unnecessary unlike drawing 1 (A) and drawing 1 (B).

[0007]

Drawing 2 and here show the example which equips the form panel in drawing 1 and

drawing 1 (A)> (B), (C), etc. with the frame material 7 required for the composition of a

form panel, and the sash-bars material 8 for a mono tube and square pipe substitution

in drawing 2 (A) and (B).

[0008]

Since the form panel which explains the feature in "claim 3" in drawing 3 (A) and (B)

consists of a raw material which can be bent, it is the example carried out folding 9 to

the parallel direction b to extrusion or drawing-out shaping.

[0O09]

Drawing 4 is an example which constitutes the independent column P in drawing 4 (A)

using the member bent [ drawing 3 (A) external corner side ] to (C), and the member

bent [ internal-corner side ] to (D), and is an example which constitutes a part for the

joint part of the quoin post P and the wall W in drawing 4 (B). At drawing 4 (A), the

form panel for pillar P type comprises external corner side by which folding was

carried out 9 (C) member, and an adjusting member (EX

drawing 4 (B), it is an example which constitutes a part for the joint part of the

quoin post P and the wall W from external comer side by which folding was carried out

9 CO member, internal-corner side 9 (D) member, and an adjusting member (E).

Drawing 4 (C)

it is the example which expressed and drawing 4 (B) with the perspective view.

[0010]

It uses as form panels, such as drawing 4 (A) which is the example which carried out

folding to the direction crossing at a right angle a to extrusion or drawing-out shaping

drawing 5, and drawing 4 (B), It can use for others also as an object for the molds of

a beam, etc.

[0011]

Processing of "claim 2" form pane! and the example of use are explained with

reference to drawing 8 from drawing 6 here.

The example of drawing 6 shows the example of composition of the mold which makes

a form pane! vertical usage. Since a form panel is equipped with a vertical batter, it is

reinforced only with *=*=*=i=*5|c 10 in drawing 6 (A).
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Since it acts as horizontal usage of the form panel in drawing 6 (B), the mono tube or

square pipe for reinforcement comprises only a vertical batter

[0012]

Drawing 1

1

explains from **7** processing and the example of use corresponding to

the shape of a mold where a form panel is suitably required by the direction at bending,

****** of a mold, an assembly, and composition.

Drawing 7 (A), (AO, and drawing 8 (A) and (A') are the examples of the folding for

making a form panel into vertical usage and making it correspond to (b) and (d) among

the (b), (c), and drawing 8 figure among the drawing 7 figure.

In drawing 9 (A) and drawing 9 (B), it is the example of use which used the form panel

by which folding was carried out as a mold of the pillar P of the

reinforced-concrete-construction building which comprises an adjusting member

shown in the form panel indicated to be a standard workpiece shown in 12 to 1, and 13.

Drawing 10 is an example which forms and carries out folding of the slot to rectan^lar

directions to a form panel

I*^ drawing 1

1

(A) and drawing 1

1

(B), it is an example of use used as a mold of the

reinforced-concrete-construction building beam B by which folding was carried out.

[0013]

[Effect of the Device]

According to this device, the tabular material for molds by the resin material which

strengthened flexural strength is lightweight, and its workability is good, DetachabilEty

with concrete is good. Rationalization and an abbreviation of the vertical batter for

reinforcement used in the case of a formwork as an effect by the frame material and

reinforcing member (the mono tube and **** for square pipe substitution) with whom

a form panel is provided, and *sMj*** are possible. Since the folding of the form panel

itself can be carried out corresponding to the composition of a mold since it consists

of a raw materia! which a form panel can bend, and rationalization of a formwork can

be measured, a formwork can carry out simply and promptly. And since it consists of a

raw material which makes cleaning or a remover unnecessary, the time and effort

which applies a remover on the occasion of a formwork is omissible.

[Translation done,]
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